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Abstract: This study explores the reform of database courses through the integration of knowledge graphs. Traditional database teaching methods often suffer from fragmented knowledge delivery and outdated approaches, hindering students’ comprehension and application of database concepts. Knowledge graphs, with their structured and visual representation of information, offer a promising solution to these challenges. In this research, a comprehensive knowledge graph was developed for the database curriculum, encompassing key concepts such as relational databases, SQL, indexing, and transaction management. This graph facilitated a modular and layered teaching design, enhancing the clarity and coherence of the course content. Additionally, visual and interactive tools based on the knowledge graph were implemented to Knowledge graph students in understanding complex topics. Personalized learning paths were also generated, catering to individual learning needs and improving engagement and retention [1]. The results demonstrated increased student engagement, better knowledge retention, and improved practical application skills. Despite the challenges of constructing and Knowledge graph the knowledge graph, the benefits underscore its potential to transform database education. This innovative approach provides a more effective and engaging learning experience, better preparing students for the dynamic demands of the technology landscape.
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1. Introduction

As an educator dedicated to enhancing the quality of teaching and learning, I have continuously sought out innovative strategies to bolster student understanding and engagement. Database courses, which are integral to computer science education, often struggle with fragmented knowledge delivery and outdated instructional methodologies. These issues can significantly impede students' ability to grasp and apply database concepts effectively.

To tackle these challenges, I embarked on a mission to incorporate knowledge graphs into the database curriculum. Knowledge graphs, which visualize information through interconnected nodes and relationships, offer a structured and dynamic approach to learning [2]. By organizing educational content into a graph format, students can more clearly perceive the interconnections between different topics, leading to a more comprehensive understanding of the subject matter [6].

This methodology has the potential to transform the teaching and learning of complex database topics, creating a more integrated and engaging educational experience. The inherent structure of knowledge graphs clarifies the relationships between essential concepts such as relational models [9], SQL queries, indexing techniques, and transaction management. This not only Knowledge graph students in information retention but also enhances the practical application of these concepts.

Moreover, the visual nature of knowledge graphs fosters an interactive and intuitive learning environment. By mapping out course content visually, students can navigate through topics more efficiently, identify gaps in their knowledge, and build a cohesive understanding of the material. This approach encourages active learning and allows students to engage with the content in a more meaningful and productive way [7].

Additionally, the use of knowledge graphs facilitates personalized learning paths. Each student's progress can be mapped against the knowledge graph, allowing for a knowledge graphed learning experiences that address individual strengths and weaknesses [3]. This
personalized approach ensures that all students can achieve a deeper understanding at their own pace.

Through the integration of knowledge graphs, the database curriculum can evolve to meet the needs of modern learners, providing a robust foundation for both academic and professional success in the field of computer science.

2. Constructing the Knowledge Graph

The initial phase of this educational reform involved the meticulous construction of a comprehensive knowledge graph specifically for the database course. This process began with an in-depth extraction of key concepts from a variety of sources, including textbooks, scholarly research papers, and industry standards. Critical concepts such as relational databases, SQL, indexing, and transaction management were identified as fundamental nodes within the graph.

To ensure a detailed and interconnected representation, relationships between these concepts were carefully mapped out. For instance, the transformation process between Entity-Relationship (ER) models and relational models was clearly defined, illustrating how abstract designs translate into practical database schemas. Similarly, the interplay between SQL queries and their optimization techniques was elaborately linked, showing how query performance can be enhanced through various methods.

This knowledge graph did more than just outline individual topics; it provided a structured and holistic view of the entire course content. By highlighting the interdependencies among different concepts, the graph served as a navigational tool for both teaching and learning. It allowed students to see how isolated pieces of information fit together into a larger framework, thereby fostering a deeper understanding of the subject matter.

Additionally, the knowledge graph facilitated modular learning. By breaking down the course into interconnected modules, each focusing on a specific aspect of database technology, students could progress through the material in a logical and coherent manner. For example, starting with basic concepts such as data modeling [5], students could then move on to more complex topics like query optimization and transaction management, building upon their knowledge incrementally [19].

Furthermore, the visual nature of the knowledge graph made it an excellent tool for identifying knowledge gaps. Both instructors and students could easily spot areas that required more attention, allowing for targeted review and reinforcement [4]. This aspect was particularly beneficial in creating personalized learning paths, where students could focus on their individual weaknesses and strengths [20].

Overall, the construction of the knowledge graph represented a significant step forward in the reform of the database course. It not only organized the course content in a clear and logical manner but also enhanced the learning experience by providing a comprehensive and interconnected view of the subject. This innovative approach laid the foundation for a more effective and engaging educational journey in the field of database technology.

3. Design and Implementation

With the knowledge graph established, I undertook a comprehensive redesign of the course content and instructional methodologies. The knowledge graph was segmented into distinct modules, each encompassing a cluster of related topics. For example, separate modules were created for database design, data querying, and performance optimization. This modular approach facilitates a more systematic and progressive learning experience, allowing students to build their knowledge incrementally and logically [8].

The modular structure enabled the creation of tiered teaching materials. Starting with foundational concepts, the course gradually progresses to more advanced topics, ensuring that students have a solid base before tackling complex subjects. This hierarchical approach not only Knowledge graphs in better comprehension but also minimizes cognitive overload, making the learning process more manageable and effective [21].

Additionally, the modular approach allows for flexibility in teaching. Instructors can adapt the sequence of modules based on the specific needs and pace of the class, providing a customized learning experience.
experience. This adaptability ensures that all students, regardless of their initial proficiency, can benefit from the course.

During the construction of the knowledge graph, interactive learning methods were introduced, significantly enriching online resources. These enhancements provided students with a more engaging and comprehensive learning experience. For instance, interactive quizzes, simulations, and practical exercises were integrated into the knowledge graph, enabling students to actively participate and apply their knowledge in real-time scenarios. Online resources such as video tutorials, discussion forums, and digital libraries were also expanded, offering a wealth of information readily accessible to students [10-11]. These tools and resources not only supported diverse learning styles but also ensured that students could access educational materials anytime and anywhere, enhancing the overall flexibility and effectiveness of the course, as shown in Figure 1.

![Interactive learning diagram](image)

**Figure 1: Interactive learning diagram**

To further enrich the learning experience, I developed a suite of visual and interactive tools derived from the knowledge graph. These tools translate database concepts and their interrelationships into graphical formats, making abstract ideas more concrete and accessible [17-18]. For instance, during sessions on SQL optimization, visual Knowledge graphs demonstrate how different query strategies affect performance, helping students understand the nuances of query optimization.

In contemporary database instruction, merging artificial intelligence (Knowledge graph) with knowledge graphs significantly boosts the curriculum's dynamism and adaptability. This combination transforms the knowledge graph into an interactive educational instrument that autonomously updates and enlarges based on the interactions and achievements of students, thus fostering an exceptionally responsive learning atmosphere. Below is a schematic of the knowledge graph, as shown in Figure 2.

In addition, the use of knowledge graph in curriculum reform can also achieve dynamic content update and predict learning outcomes. By incorporating machine learning techniques, real-time analysis of student interactions within the knowledge graph—covering aspects like progress, problem-solving behaviors, and responses—becomes possible. This analysis enables the Knowledge graph to pinpoint which concepts students find challenging and which they grasp well. Consequently, the Knowledge
The knowledge graph can dynamically enhance or modify the knowledge graph's crucial nodes. It can enrich these nodes with additional learning resources, such as tutorial videos, case studies, and interactive quizzes. For instance, if a student encounters difficulties with the concept of database indexing, the system could supplement their learning with extra resources and practice exercises to improve their comprehension.

By implementing machine learning algorithms, continuous monitoring and analysis of student interactions with the knowledge graph are enabled. This assessment helps in assessing their educational progress, approaches to problem-solving, and reactions to various lessons. These analyses grant the knowledge graph system valuable insights, pinpointing where students perform well and identifying their struggles. Recognizing these areas allows the knowledge graph to actively refine or expand important parts of the curriculum.

To cater to specific educational needs, the system can incorporate supplementary materials such as in-depth tutorial videos, elaborate case studies, and interactive quizzes. These additions are designed to bolster comprehension and offer additional support as needed. For example, if a student finds the concept of database indexing challenging, the knowledge graph can autonomously provide specialized resources and exercises to facilitate a more thorough understanding. This personalized adjustment enhances the learning experience, making it not only more personalized but also more impactful, ensuring every student receives adequate support to navigate complex subjects effectively.

Interactive components, such as quizzes, simulations, and practice exercises, were integrated into the knowledge graph. These elements actively engage students with the material, reinforcing their understanding through practical application. Personalized learning paths, generated based on individual student performance [12], provide recommendations for further study and practice, ensuring that each student receives the support they need to succeed.

Moreover, these interactive tools include real-time feedback mechanisms, allowing students to immediately see the results of their efforts and understand their mistakes. This immediate feedback loop is crucial for effective learning and helps students correct their misunderstandings promptly.

The integration of knowledge graphs into the database course yielded highly positive outcomes. Students reported increased engagement and a deeper understanding of the material. The clarity and structure brought by the visual and interactive tools were particularly well-received, as they made complex topics more approachable and easier to grasp. Additionally, the knowledge graph approach...
significantly enhanced knowledge retention [13]. By presenting information in a connected and contextualized manner, students were able to recall and apply concepts more readily in practical scenarios. The personalized learning paths catered to diverse learning needs, allowing students to progress at their own pace and focus on areas where they needed the most improvement. However, this journey was not without its challenges. Constructing and maintaining the knowledge graph required considerable time and effort, especially in keeping the content current with the latest advancements in database technology. Ensuring that the individual learning paths aligned with the overall course objectives also required careful planning and continuous refinement [14-16].

Despite these challenges, the benefits of this approach were clear. The knowledge graph provided a structured, visual, and interactive framework that addressed many of the shortcomings of traditional teaching methods. The positive feedback from students and the noticeable improvement in their performance underscored the effectiveness of this innovative approach.

4. Conclusions

The adoption of knowledge graphs in database courses represents a transformative strategy that has significant potential to improve educational outcomes. This method offers a structured, visual, and interactive approach that addresses several shortcomings associated with traditional educational techniques. Knowledge graphs facilitate a deeper understanding by visually connecting concepts, which helps students see the relationships and dependencies between different database elements more clearly. This visual representation not only engages students more effectively but also enhances their ability to recall and apply learned concepts.

The process of implementing knowledge graphs into database education, though intensive, promises substantial benefits in enhancing student comprehension and participation. The interactive nature of knowledge graphs encourages active learning, allowing students to explore data relationships and query information dynamically. This hands-on approach promotes critical thinking and problem-solving skills, crucial for mastering complex database technologies.

As educational technologies continue to evolve, the integration of knowledge graphs in database courses is timely. It aligns with the growing demand for more dynamic and technology-driven educational environments. The adaptability of knowledge graphs enables educators to continually update and expand course content to reflect the latest developments in database technology and related fields. This flexibility ensures that the curriculum remains relevant and valuable, preparing students not just for academic assessments but for real-world applications as well.

Continuously refining and expanding the use of knowledge graphs in database education is a commitment to not just maintaining but enhancing the quality of education. This ongoing process involves not only technological updates but also pedagogical adjustments to ensure that the educational offerings meet the diverse learning styles and needs of students. As I further develop this approach, my optimism grows regarding its capacity to revolutionize database education. The interactive and interconnected learning model fostered by knowledge graphs is particularly suited to the complexities of modern databases and the analytical skills required in the technology sector.

Looking forward, the potential of knowledge graphs to transform database education into a more interactive, effective, and engaging process could set a new standard in the field. By preparing students to excel both academically and professionally, this innovative teaching method can significantly contribute to the development of highly skilled IT professionals. As technology continues to advance, the role of educators is not only to keep up but to lead in the adoption of teaching methods that empower students to succeed in a rapidly changing landscape.

In conclusion, while the implementation of knowledge graphs in database courses is challenging, the long-term benefits for student engagement, understanding, and practical application skills are undeniable. Embracing this change is essential for keeping educational practices in pace with technological advancements and ensuring that students are well-prepared to meet the challenges and opportunities of the future technology-driven world.
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